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The present Mini-Workshop was organized by B. Bekka (Metz), P. de la Harpe (Geneva),
and A. Valette (Neu h^atel). It was the rst meeting ever, totally devoted to Property (T).
Property (T) is a representation-theoreti tool that was invented by D. Kazhdan in 1967.
A lo ally ompa t group G has Property (T) if every ontinuous isometri a tion of G on
an aÆne Hilbert spa e admits a globally xed point. Kazhdan proved that simple, real
or p-adi groups of split rank at least 2, as well as their latti es, have Property (T) (e.g.
SLn (R ); SLn (Z); n  3). He also showed that, if is dis rete with Property (T), then
is nitely generated with nite abelianization (for some non-uniform latti es, this is the
only known proof of nite generation!).
Over the years, the importan e of Property (T) has been ever growing, and several
appli ations have been found: to stru ture of normal subgroups in higher rank latti es,
to uniqueness of invariant means, to stru ture of operator algebras, to onstru tion of
expander graphs : : :
In the last de ade, many new geometri onstru tions/ hara terizations of groups with
Property (T) have been found, so that one may talk of a \Geometrization of Property (T)".
The purpose of this workshop was to bring together experts in the eld and resear hers
working in related areas in order to explore these new avenues. Spe ial emphasis was given
to:

 Kazhdan onstants, whi h make Property (T) quantitative;
 Property (T) for in nite-dimensional Lie groups;
 hara terizations of Property (T) via ergodi theory;
 ohomologi al and graph-theoreti hara terizations of Property (T);
 relations with Gromov's theory of random groups;
 Property (T) for groups a ting properly on simpli ial omplexes.
Possible generalizations of Property (T) were also dis ussed.
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There were 17 parti ipants, in luding the organizers, oming from the following ountries:
Switzerland (5), Fran e (4), Australia (2), Israel (2), Germany (1), Italy (1), Poland (1),
U.S.A. (1). Two of the parti ipants were PhD students; six are less than 5 years after PhD.
On the whole week, there were 18 le tures, one hour ea h. This left ample time for
dis ussions whi h, in the wonderful environment of Oberwolfa h, were greatly appre iated.
A problem session was held: the problems proposed there, appear at the end of the
present report.
The organizers
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Abstra ts

Kazhdan's Property (T) for some in nite dimensional Lie group.
Bekka, B.

A topologi al group G has Kazhdan's Property (T) if there exists a ompa t subset K of
G and " > 0 su h that, for every strongly ontinuous unitary representation (; H ) of G
without non-zero xed ve tor, one has
sup
k(g)  k  "; 8 2 H ; k k = 1:
g 2K
In this talk, we gave a survey on the known examples of in nite dimensional Lie groups
with this property. We dis ussed this property for the loop groups L(SLn (C )) of SLn (C )
for n  3, a result due to Y. Shalom. Another example is the unitary group U (H) of an
in nite dimensional separable Hilbert spa e, with the strong operator topology.

Sp(1,n).
Cowling, M.

There is revived interest in the expli it onstru tion of uniformly bounded representations
of groups. The aim of this talk is to outline the onstru tion of uniformly bounded representations of Sp(1; n), following the presenter's paper \Unitary and uniformly bounded
representations of some simple Lie groups" in Harmoni Analysis and Group Representations , CIME, 1980.
Let X be the usual unbounded at realisation of the Furstenberg boundary of Sp(1; n),
and Q be its dimension as a Carnot{Caratheodory manifold. When j j < Q=2, there are
natural homogeneous Sobolev spa es H (X ) on X of fun tions f su h that  =2 f 2 L2 (X ),
whi h are related to Lebesgue spa es Lp (X ), where 1=p 1=2 = =Q, by the Sobolev
embedding theorem.
The analyti ontinuation of the unitary prin ipal series of Sp(1; n) is naturally isometri
on a spa e Lp (X ), for an appropriate p, at least when the representations have bounded
matrix oeÆ ients. The point of the talk is that the (extended) prin ipal series representations whi h a t isometri ally on Lp (X ) a t uniformly boundedly on the orresponding
Sobolev spa e H (X ).

Measure equivalen e and Quasiisometries.
Furman, A.

De nitions (Gromov) : Two nitely generated groups and  are Topologi ally Equivalent
(TE) if there exist a lo ally ompa t spa e X with ontinuous ommuting proper and
o ompa t a tions of and .
Two nitely generated groups and  are Measure Equivalent (ME) if there exists a
measure spa e ( ; m) with ommuting a tions of and , su h that ea h of the groups
has a fundamental domain of nite measure.
Gromov observed that two nitely generated groups are TE if and only if they are quasiisometri (i.e. there exists a large s ale bi-Lips hitz map between their Cayley graphs).
Co ompa t latti es in the same lo ally ompa t group G are TE and hen e QI.
All latti es in the same lo ally ompa t group are ME.
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In the talk re ent results on ME invariants (su h as Property (T), amenability, a-Tmenability, `2 -Betti numbers, et ...) were dis ussed and ompared to QI invariants.

Measure Equivalen e Rigidity for higher rank latti es.
Furman, A.

In the talk we dis uss the following theorem
Theorem 1. Let  G be a latti e in a simple real Lie group with RankQ (G)  2. Any
ountable group  whi h is ME to is ommensurable to a latti e in G. More pre isely :
there exist a nite index subgroup 0   and an homomorphism  : 0 ! G with 0 =
Ker  nite and with 1 = () a latti e in G.
Furthermore, ME oupling  admits a (unique) measurable  :
! G su h that
( !) = (! )() and  m is a ombination of Haar measure and outing measure on
a onjugate of .

Appli ations of this theorem to Orbit Equivalen e Rigidity and equivalen e relations
were dis ussed.

The geometry of the set of invariant measures and Property (T).
Glasner, E.

(joint work with Weiss, B.)
A Choquet simplex is alled a Bauer simplex if ext(Q) is losed and a Poulsen simplex when
ext(Q) is dense in Q. (Here Q is a onvex ompa t set and ext(Q) is the set of extreme
points of Q.) For a ompa t metri spa e X with an a tion of a ountable group via
homeomorphisms of X , let M (X ) be the simplex of all -invariant probability measures
on X . I indi ated the proofs of the following theorems.
Theorem 1. If has Property (T) then every M (X ) is a Bauer simplex.
Theorem 2. If is not a Kazhdan group then M ( ) is the Poulsen simplex (up to
isometri isomorphism, there is a unique separable Poulsen simplex).

Here = f0; 1g is the natural \Bernoulli" a tion of on the \symboli " spa e .
Analogous theorems an be proved for a lo ally ompa t se ond ountable topologi al
group G.

Equivariant ohomology of buildings.
Januszkiewi z, T.

(joint work with Dymara, J.)
Two lasses of simpli ial omplexes with simpli ial group a tions are de ned : Bt  B+ .
Bt ontains Tits-Ka -Moody buildings of (very) large thi kness. For X to be in B+ the
entries of the Coxeter matrix of the Weyl group of X annot be in nite.
For spa es in B+ we give expli it formulae for the equivariant ohomology with oeÆients in any unitary representation. For spa es in Bt a similar omputation is performed
for oeÆ ients ontained in 1 L2 (G). These formulae have many appli ations. They
are used to prove that some groups have Property (T), that some are a-T-menable, to
determine the L2 - ohomology of X in Bt and the ontinuous- ohomologi al dimension of
G.
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Furthermore for a sub lass Bt (p)  Bt ontaining buildings of even larger, depending on
p, thi kness, we ompute Lp ohomology of X .

Groups a ting on the ir le.
Louvet, N.

Let T be a dis rete ountable group.
We present some rigidity results for a tions of su h groups by di eomorphisms of lass
C 0 , C 1 , ... on the ir le.
In parti ular, there is the following result of A. Navas:
If a group has Kazhdan's Property (T), then any a tion of by orientation preserving
di eomorphisms of the ir le of lass C 1+ , with > 1=2, has a nite image.

Kazhdan Constants for Compa t Groups.
Neuhauser, M.

Let G be a lo ally ompa t group, Q a ompa t subset of G and Gb the unitary dual of G.
Denote by H the spa e of a representation  2 Gb and by H;1 the set of unit ve tors of
H . Then the Kazhdan onstant is de ned by
G (Q) = inf inf sup k (g )   k .
2Gbnf1g  2H;1 g2Q

Theorem 1. Let now G be ompa t, Q a onjuga y lass,  (g ) = tr  (g ) the hara ter
b , and d =  (1) = dim H . Then
of  2 G



r
2
G (Q)  inf
Re  (Q).
2
d
2Gbnf1g

Theorem 2. If Q moreover generates G, i. e. there is a  su h that G = (Q [ f1g [ Q 1 ) ,
then

r
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2Gbnf1g
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Theorem 3. Let G = SU (n), qt = diag (eit1 ; : : : ; eitn ), and Qt the onjuga y lass of qt .

Then
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t t
G (Qt ) 
max sin j k .
n 1j;kn
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Theorem 4. Let G = SU (2), qt = diag (eit ; e it ), and Qt the onjuga y lass of qt . Then
for 0  t  1: 4216
G (Qt ) = 2 sin (t=2) .

How robust is Property (T)?
Monod, N.

There is a natural strengthening of Property (T), alled Property (TT). This is en oded
algebrai ally by both H 1 and Hb2 . This new property fails to hold for any hyperboli
group, yet is proved for higher rank latti es. Using vanishing theorems for irredu ible
latti es (Burger & M.) and a onstru tion of o y les in negative urvature (Shalom &
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M.), one obtains notably strong superrigidity theorems and an abstra t strong rigidity for
measure equivalen es.

Vanishing theorems and Property (T).
Pansu, P.

This was a survey of a few vanishing theorems in di erential geometry: Bo hner, Hodge,
Matsushima, Corlette, Garland, all sharing a ommon origin. Their (obvious) generalization to lo al systems leads to a proof of Property (T) for o ompa t latti es in simple Lie
groups (ex ept SO(n; 1) and SU (n; 1)) and o ompa t isometry groups of A~2 -buildings. A
non linear generalization ( xed points for isometri a tions on nonpositively urved spa es)
was advertised.

Chara terizing Property (T), for ountable groups, by a tions on measure
spa es.
Robertson, G.

(joint work with Steger, T.)
A lass of negative de nite kernels is de ned in terms of measure spa es. Using this onept, Property (T) for a ountable group is hara terized in terms of measure preserving
a tions of , as follows. If a set S is translated a nite amount by any xed element of ,
then there is a uniform bound on how far S is translated.
The ideas of the proof are examined expli itly in hyperboli spa es. The geodesi distan e between points in real hyperboli spa e is a hypermetri , and hen e is a kernel
negative type. The proof given uses an integral formula for geodesi distan e, in terms of
a measure on the spa e of hyperplanes. An analogous integral formula, involving the spa e
of horospheres, an be given for omplex hyperboli spa e. By ontrast geodesi distan e
in a proje tive spa e is not of negative type.

Redu ed ohomology of unitary representation
Shalom, Y.

In the series of three talks we dis uss the notion of redu ed ohomology and present various
appli ations.
First talk : General existen e results of representations with non vanishing redu ed rst
ohomology for any group not having Property (T). Among the appli ations : Every nitely
generated Kazhdan group is a quotient of a nitely presented Kazhdan group (a question
by A. Zuk and S. Grigor huk), every ompa tly generated non Kazhdan group G admits
an irredu ible representation  with H 1 (G;  ) 6= 0 (a onje ture by Vershik-Karpushev)
and others.
Se ond talk : Appli ations to uniformly bounded representations. For any simple Lie
group G of rank  2 and any uniformly bounded representation  , H 1 (G;  ) = 0.
In ontrast, we show that this fails for all rank one Lie groups (and their dis rete subgroups, in luding Sp(n; 1) and F4 ( 20)).
Third talk : Appli ations to quasiisometries of amenable groups : We show that a group
quasiisometri to Zd is virtually isomorphi to Zd without using Gromov's theorem of
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polynomial growth (answering a question of Ghys and de la Harpe) and we show that any
group quasiisometri to a poly y li solvable group must admit a nite index subgroup with
in nite abelianization. The relation of redu ed ohomology and quasiisometry omes via
Gromov's topologi al hara terization of quasiisometry and the amenability of the groups
is used to produ e an invariant measure on the topologi al oupling, thereby enabling us to
transfer (via indu tion) ertain ohomologi al properties between quasiisometri groups.

Vanishing of rst ohomology and Property (T).
Valette, A

In this survey talk, I rst gave a proof of the Delorme-Gui hardet theorem, stating that
Property (T) for a lo ally ompa t separable group G is equivalent to the following xed
point property : any aÆne isometri a tion of G on a Hilbert spa e, has a globally xed
point. Then I explained how the main properties of Kazhdan groups an be dedu ed from
the xed point property, namely :
 ompa t generation
 ompa t abelianization
 Property (T) goes down to latti es
 every a tion of a Kazhdan group on a tree xes either an edge or a vertex.

Non-uniform Kazhdan onstants.
Zuk, A.

We dis uss the problem of dependen e of Kazhdan onstants for nitely generated groups
on nite sets of generators. In parti ular we are interested in existen e of Kazhdan onstants whi h are independent of the hoi e of the generating system (uniform Kazhdan
onstants). We relate this question to other problems like uniform exponential growth.
We show (joint work with T. Gelander) that for instan e irredu ible latti es in produ ts
of semi-simple Lie groups do not have uniform Kazhdan onstants.

Generi groups and Property (T), I and II.
Zuk,A.

We present a simple ondition whi h enables one to prove Property (T) and ompute
Kazhdan onstants for a dis rete group given its presentation. This ondition applies to
some latti es and gives an elementary proof of Property (T) for them. Using this ondition
one an onstru t new examples of Kazhdan groups and show that a generi group (in the
sense of Gromov) is in nite, hyperboli and has Property (T).

Open Problems Session
1. Is there an in nite Kazhdan group with uniform Kazhdan onstants? Is there an
in nite Kazhdan group and an integer k su h that has generating sets of size k
and su h that there is a bound on Kazhdan onstants of with respe t to subsets of
size at most k?
What about SL3 (Z)?
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If an in nite Kazhdan group has a dense homomorphi image in a onne ted
topologi al group G whi h has a ontinuous unitary representation without non zero
invariant ve tors, then does not have uniform Kazhdan onstants. See T. Gelander
and A. Zuk, Dependen e of Kazhdan onstant on generating subsets, Israel J. of
Math., to appear.
2. Can one nd N > 0 and generating subsets Bn 2 Sym(n) with #Bn  N su h that
G (Sym(n); Bn) is a family of expanders?
3. Does the equivalen e (F H ) , (T ) hold for more general lasses of groups than  ompa t lo ally ompa t groups?
What about lo ally ompa t groups? polish groups?
The impli ation \(" is known to hold for every lo ally ompa t group.
4. Let G be a simple ompa t Lie group. Does the loop group L(G) have (T )?
For G as above, or more generally for G amenable, is L(G) amenable?

5. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let U (M) be its unitary group, together with
the strong topology. When does U (M) have (T )?
Is it true when M is inje tive?
B. Bekka has shown that it is true if M is the algebra of all bounded operators on
a separable Hilbert spa e H, in whi h ase U (M) = U (H) is the unitary group of H.

6. Does the Robertson-Steger hara terization of Property (T ) for ountable groups hold
true for ergodi a tions?
More pre isely is the following property of a group equivalent to Property (T)?
For every ergodi measure preserving a tion of on a measure spa e ( ; B; ) and
every set S 2 B su h that (S  S ) < 1 for all 2 , we have
sup
(S  S ) < 1:
2
See G. Robertson and T. Steger, Negative de nite kernels and a dynami al hara terization of property (T) for ountable groups, Ergod. Th. and Dynam. Syst. 18
(1998) 247-253.
7. Does some Robertson-Steger hara terization of (T) hold for lo ally ompa t groups?
8. Is the usual metri on a omplex hyperboli spa e H nC an hypermetri ?
ReP
all that a hypermetri on a set X is a distan e fun tion d : X  X ! R + su h
n
that
i;j =1 ti tj d(xi ; xj )  0 for all n  0, x1 ;    ; xn 2 X and t1 ;    ; tn 2 Z with
Pn
i=1 ti = 1.
See G. Robertson, Crofton formulae and geodesi distan e in hyperboli spa es.
What is the lass of groups on whi h every hypermetri fun tion is bounded?
What is the lass of groups on whi h there exist proper hypermetri fun tions?
9. Find vanishing theorems (in the sense of Pansu's le ture) for non-linear spa es of
harmoni mapping M ! N . There are interesting andidates for the target spa e
N , su h that the manifold of all Riemannian metri s on a given nite-dimensional
manifold. We should also onsider ases where M is not a manifold, but is some kind
of a omplex, or a produ t of a omplex and a manifold.
10. Is Property (T ) invariant under rough isometries (i.e. quasiisometries where the
multipli ative onstants is 1)?
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11. Does SL3 (Z[t℄) have Property (T )? Is it nitely presented ? Is it boundedly generated
by subgroups fI + Ei;j (f ) j f 2 Z[t℄g for i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g and i 6= j ?
See Y. Shalom, Bounded generation and Kazhdan's Property (T), Pub. Math.
I.H.E.S. 90 (1999) 145-168. The third question above has been asked in the ontext
of K-theory by W. van der Kallen.
12. Say a separable lo ally ompa t group G has Property (Tstrong ) if H 1 (G;  ) = 0 for
every uniformly bounded representation  of G on a Hilbert spa e.
What are the properties of (Tstrong )? Is it invarian e under rough isometries?
by measure equivalen e? entral extension (a la Serre) for whi h Property (T) is
invariant? It is known that (Tstrong ) is not invariant by quasi-isometries from the
same examples whi h show the analogous fa t for (T).
13. Does there exist a lo ally ompa t group ontaining a uniform latti e and a nitely
generated non-uniform latti e  su h that  and are quasiisometri ?
14. Shalom's onje ture : Any hyperboli group admits a uniformly bounded representation  with H 1 ( ;  ) 6= 0 together with a proper o y le in Z 1 ( ;  ).
15. Is there an analogue of Delorme-Gui hardet's theorem for uniformly bounded representations?
16. Is every nitely generated Kazhdan group a quotient of a nitely presented Kazhdan
group with niteness onditions stronger than nite presentation?
17. Do these groups have Property (T)?
 Burnside groups B (n; p),
 mapping lass group of surfa es of large genus, MCG(g ) for various g,
 Out(F n ) for n  4,
 Aut(F n ) for n  4,
Do (Aut(F n ) n F n ; F n ) and MCG(g ) n g ; g ) have relative Property (T)?
18. If has Property (T), is Out( ) nite ? There is partial result from F.Paulin : this
is true for hyperboli Kazhdan groups.
19. Is there a (non trivial) left orderable Kazhdan group ?

Edited by Pierre-Alain Cherix (Geneva)
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